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E
comuseums have been an important topic in contemporary museo-
logy since the term was first coined by Georges Henri Rivière and 
Hugues de Varine in the 1970s. Much has been written about the ori-
gins, development and diversity of ecomuseums (see Davis 1999). In 
particular, keen debate has taken place on how the concept helped 
transform the traditional role of museums as cabinets of curiosities 
into social agents that facilitate societal, cultural and even environ-
mental change. Usually employed as a socially inclusive mechanism, 

ecomuseums can be understood as a community-driven heritage project that em-
braces and responds to changing environmental, socio-economic and cultural needs 
at a local level (Davis 2004). 
Despite the rich diversity of ecomuseums, some essential tenets, such as the museum 
as territory, in situ conservation and the practice of a community‐based approach, 
are generally applicable, and are therefore identified as ecomuseum indicators. These 
tenets distinguish ecomuseums from traditional object-focused museums, where in-
ventories focus more on specimens (e.g. taxidermied animals or pressed plants) or 
artefacts that are often uprooted from their original backdrop and use, preserved as 
if frozen in time and space, and subjected to an ‘out of context’ interpretation (see 
Rivière 1985; Boylan 1992; Corsane and Holleman 1993; Davis 1999; Corsane et al. 
2007a and 2007b). Used as guiding principles for ecomuseums around the world, 
these tenets have achieved varying degrees of success in creating meaning from the 
conservation of communal heritage resources, and in strengthening a sense of pride 
and identity for the community. 
However, despite the emergence of the concept in Europe in the 1970s and the 
subsequent challenges it has posed to conventional approaches to museum work 
worldwide, ecomuseums remain a novel—if not distant—concept in Hong Kong. 
This article is a summary reflection based on the author’s curatorial experience at 
a semi-abandoned traditional Chinese village in Hong Kong. Using mixed meth-
odologies of on-site observation, documentation and semi-structured interviews, I 
review the challenges faced by curators in introducing the concept of ecomuseum 
to the previously uninitiated stakeholders, particularly the indigenous community, 
and explore how they provide insights in mitigating communal conflicts, ultimately 
leading to engaging, enriching and educational interpretations as well as innovative 
forms of landscape management. 

Lai Chi Wo

Lai Chi Wo was once one of the rich-
est hamlets in the north-eastern New 

Territories, Hong Kong. At its peak, the 
village was home to 1,000 people, but it 
was all but abandoned in the 1960s as 
most villagers took advantage of a law 
enacted in the 1940s allowing Hong 
Kong residents to apply for British cit-
izenship and moved overseas. Those 
who remained in Hong Kong aban-
doned farming and moved to urban ar-
eas to work, only journeying back to Lai 
Chi Wo on special occasions such as the 
Chung Yeung and Ching Ming Festivals, 
when villagers engage in the age-old 
practice of ancestral worship.

While the village itself faces an age-
ing and diminishing population, 

Lai Chi Wo remains home to a number 
of plants, trees and insects unique to the 
protected ‘GeoPark’ region it belongs to. 
Surrounded by forests and mangroves, it 
is also home to one of the oldest surviv-
ing Feng Shui woodlands—woodlands 
that are maintained under the principles 

of Feng Shui—in Hong Kong.1 These nat-
ural assets make Lai Chi Wo a place of 
high conservation and landscape value, 
which complements the natural beauty 
of the surrounding Plover Cove Country 
Park.

Lai Chi Wo is one of Hong Kong’s 
77 country park enclaves—pre-ex-

isting settlements that have been ex-
empted from being merged into coun-
try parks. These small pockets in Hong 
Kong emerged from a political compro-
mise in 1991 whereby the colonial gov-
ernment kept patches of private lands 
under ancestral ownership in order to 
speed up the establishment of country 
parks. The government has practically 
‘frozen’ these rural areas from develop-
ment in recent years while struggling 
with the Outline Zoning Plan (OZP), 
a kind of statutory plan drawn up by 
the Town Planning Board under the 
Town Planning Ordinance, showing the 
land use zonings of a particular area. 
Conservationists are concerned that 

development pressure continues to in-
crease, and any disorganised develop-
ment will ruin the fragile ecology of 
these lands. On the other hand, land-
owners view the suspension of devel-
opment as an infringement of private 
property rights. Fearing their rights to 
farm and build small houses would be 
restricted if areas adjacent to their lands 
receive protected status (i.e. are zoned 
as a ‘Conservation Area’), indigenous 
landowners in Hong Kong are general-
ly very sensitive—if not resentful—when 
it comes to the term ‘conservation’, and 
some ecologically sensitive places have 
even been destroyed for this reason. 
For example, in protest against a gov-
ernment move to zone areas adjacent to 
their villages as protected land, indige-
nous villagers of the San Heung commu-
nity chopped down a mangrove near Tai 
Ho Wan on Hong Kong’s Lantau Island 
in 2014, causing irreversible damage to 
the ecologically sensitive bay, which is 
known for its oyster-rich mudflats and 
horseshoe crabs (Fig. 1).

The concept of 
‘ecomuseum’ has helped 

transform the traditional 
role of museums 

as cabinets of curiosities 
into social agents 

that facilitate societal, 
cultural and even 

environmental change.
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Living water and community revitalisation

Development and conservation are  
often viewed as separate or even  

opposing needs. The revita lisation 
project, ‘Living Water and Com  muni-
ty Revita lisation: An Agricultural- led 
Action, Engagement and Incuba tion 
Program me at Lai Chi Wo’ (hereafter 
‘the programme’), however, addresses 
both economic and environmental chal-
lenges. In offering solutions, it highlights 
the need to introduce flexibility on is-
sues such as agricultural and guesthouse 
policies, so that small rural businesses  
can survive and thrive. 

Launched in late 2013, the multi- year 
programme attempts to achieve 

community revitalisation and environ-
mental enhancement through farm-
ing, training, education and lifestyle 
change. The programme is initiated 
and led by the Kadoorie Institute of the 
University of Hong Kong (hereafter ‘KI’) 
in collaboration with the Hong Kong 
Countryside Foundation (hereafter 
‘HKCF’), Produce Green Foundation, 
Conservancy Association and Lai Chi 
Wo villagers, with financial support 
from the Hong Kong and Shanghai 
Banking Corporation Limited (HSBC) 
through 2017.

Various agricultural and habitat man-
agement activities, heritage conser-

vation programmes, ecotourism and 
community engagement projects have 
taken place in this previously dilapidated 
Hakka village in the space of a few years. 
Together they provide a wide range of 
training and education opportunities 
in Lai Chi Wo and the nearby areas to 
some 13,500 participants, including vol-
unteers, teachers and students, corpo-
rate members, NGOs as well as the wider 
Hong Kong community. Successful im-
plementation of the programme is ex-
pected to offer an alternative village de-
velopment and revitalisation approach 
in Hong Kong, and elsewhere in the 
Asia-Pacific region.

Fig. 1. Catchment area of Lai Chi Wo. © Policy for Sustainability Lab, Faculty of Social Sciences, The University of Hong Kong
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Potential of Lai Chi Wo as an ecomuseum

Numerous studies have been under-
taken on the ecomuseum paradigm, 

its origins, development and diversity 
over the past 40 years as academic inter-
est on the subject has grown (see Davis 
1999; Corsane et al. 2007a and 2007b). In 
recent years, there have been increasing 
attempts to identify the distinctive fea-
tures of ecomuseums, and three essential 
tenets—museum as territory, in situ con-
servation, and the practice of a commu-
nity‐based approach—have frequently 
appeared in these academic discussions, 
separating the concept of ecomuseum 
from conventional approaches to muse-
um and heritage management. Though 
not initiated as an ecomuseum, Lai Chi 
Wo nonetheless has the potential to be-
come one. The following sections eluci-
date how the programme has been fol-
lowing principles that resonate with the 
ecomuseum ideal (Boylan 1992; Corsane 
and Holleman 1993; Davis 1999; Corsane 
et al. 2007a and 2007b).

Preservation of heritage in a 
selected geographical territory

Usually set within a territory defined 
by landscape, dialect, or traditions, 

to name just a few, ecomuseums are of-
ten established in cultural or natural 
landscapes under threat, thus turning 
them into strategies to reinvigorate a re-
gion’s culture (Kimeev 2008). Covering 
approximately 90 hectares of land, Lai 
Chi Wo is a 400-year-old village estab-
lished by the Hakka people, a Chinese 
group that is culturally and linguistical-
ly different from Hong Kong’s majority 
Cantonese population. The indigenous 
villagers, at least those born before the 
1970s, all speak the same dialect and 
share the same childhood memories 
and traditions. This has strengthened 
their inter-generational bonds and rein-
forced their sense of identity. It is note-
worthy that not only the indigenous vil-
lagers have individual attachments to Lai 
Chi Wo, but also many parties involved 
in the programme, including initiators, 
staff and volunteers, who have gradually 
grown to view themselves as part of the 
‘local community’, and are accepted as 
such by the former. This devotion to the 
programme has turned Lai Chi Wo into 
a metaphorical space, and not merely a 
physical one, where ongoing community 
interactions take place, heightening the 
sense of bonding and attachment among 
those involved (Arler 2008). 

Community involvement, 
management heritage resources 
and sites

Ecomuseums encourage active local 
community involvement in herit-

age preservation, interpretation and 
promotion (De Varine 1991). In the Lai 
Chi Wo context, however, it is important 
to note the difference between ‘indige-
nous community’ and ‘local communi-
ty’. The former refers to indigenous in-
habitants (原居民) whose ancestors had 
been living in the village for hundreds 
of years. In terms of kinship, they be-
long to the Tsang (曾) and Wong (黃) 
clans. Local community, on the other 
hand, refers to a wider group of par-
ticipants, which covers not only indig-
enous villagers, but also new residents, 
volunteers and programme staff, just to 
name a few. Together, these parties de-
velop a strong sense of community and 
belonging as they become immersed in 
the programme. Indeed, without proper 
resources and expertise, it is difficult—if 
not impossible—for indigenous villagers 

alone to initiate and mobilise a large-
scale village revitalisation project such 
as the programme. Through liaison and 
cooperation with various parties and or-
ganisations, the community identifies, 
conserves and promotes heritage re-
sources found within Lai Chi Wo.

In situ conservation and 
interpretation

A temporary thematic exhibition 
housed in a restored village pig shed 

has been set up in Lai Chi Wo to show-
case different farming tools. All exhib-
ited objects were selected, sourced and 
donated by indigenous villagers, whose 
narratives on how these farming tools 
were used in the old days are also pre-
sented. Programme curators regard this 
in situ interpretation as a bond connect-
ing the agricultural past with the pres-
ent. Even though some of the farming 
tools are now obsolete, the fact that 
these heritage resources are being val-
ued or semiotically ‘read’ and decoded 
in their original context imbues them 
with an ‘aura’ for villagers and visitors 
alike—or, in the words of a village head, 
‘the feeling is just not right if these ob-
jects are placed elsewhere’. Another vil-
lager, Yuet-Ying, spoke favourably of the 
in situ interpretation:
These items belong to Lai Chi Wo 
and therefore shall not be uprooted from 
us [Lai Chi Wo villagers]. As a proud 
villager, I would rather see things kept 
intact in Lai Chi Wo than have them 
stored in those glass cabinets in museums 
outside […]. These objects are very 
unique to me and they recall [my] happy 
memories of the old days, through which 
I can share my joy with visitors. 

Ongoing community 
interactions take place, 
heightening the sense 

of bonding and attachment 
among those involved.
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While the display of heritage re-
sources to a wider audience helps 

enhance the community’s sense of pride, 
the benefits of in situ conservation and 
interpretation are not confined to Lai Chi 
Wo’s indigenous villagers. Interpretation 
is a process of communication that forg-
es emotional and intellectual connec-
tions, and programme curators view 
this human touch as an important factor 
in enhancing the appeal of the heritage 
experience in Lai Chi Wo. This echoes 
Davis’s viewpoint (1999, p. 21): ‘the es-
sence of place lies beyond the museum, 

in the environment itself, and is defined 
by the individuals and communities who 
live there.’ By interacting with villagers 
and volunteers who share personal ex-
perience and knowledge of or enthusi-
asm for Lai Chi Wo, visitors are able to 
better understand the multi-layered sig-
nificance of the place, as well as what it 
means to each individual they encoun-
ter. These elusive qualities cannot be cap-
tured or presented in traditional muse-
ums, making the heritage experience of 
Lai Chi Wo significantly authentic. 

In short, ecomuseums can be under-
stood as community-driven heritage 

projects that embrace and respond to 
changing environmental, socio-eco-
nomic and cultural needs at a local level, 
and fosters sustainable development of 
the community (Fig. 2). 

Challenges: under-participation of indigenous villagers 

Transforming Lai Chi Wo into the 
ecomuseum ideal is no easy task, 

insofar as the biggest challenge was the 
under-participation of the indigenous 
community. The following discussion 
explains how the mistrust and stereo-
types among different parties were first 
dissolved, and how community partici-
pation was later mobilised when the in-
digenous villagers regarded themselves 
as having nothing to contribute. These 
experiences provide insight into how in-
terpretation was fostered, as well as how 
the development of a more comprehen-
sive landscape management plan was fa-
cilitated at Lai Chi Wo.

From conspiracy to relationship 
building: finding common ground

Despite the efforts of NGOs to revit-
alise the community’s agricultur-

al activities and re-discover its heritage 
resources, Lai Chi Wo’s villagers were 
highly sceptical about the programme, 
which contributed to low levels of par-
ticipation in the initial phase. The scepti-
cism can be traced back to the aforemen-
tioned 1991 land use policy. In addition 
to the general fear of conservation, vil-
lagers were increasingly doubtful about 
the perceived agenda of the NGOs af-
ter they discovered that a co-founder of 
HKCF had frequently appeared in the 
media as an advocate of a campaign to 
protect country parks in Hong Kong. 
The villagers suspected that the NGOs 
might one day help the government con-
vert their private lands into a conserva-
tion area where development would be 
strictly regulated. 

The first turning point in this tense 
relationship came when the village 

head and some other villagers were in-
vited to attend an international sympo-
sium organised by HKCF, where repre-
sentatives of various village revitalisation 
programmes overseas shared their valu-
able insights. Mr Wai-Yip Tsang, the vil-
lage head, recalled:
What makes it so powerful is that 
we could engage in real-life interactions 
with overseas representatives who have 
successfully brought life back to the once 
abandoned villages. Unlike PowerPoint 
presentations or pictures provided 
by HKCF, these are real people, and real 
models who inspire our villagers, 
and more importantly, it felt like 
the imagined future is just one step away.

Fig. 2. Thematic exhibition co-curated by community members. © Ming Sum Choi
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Interestingly, the mistrust is not unilat-
eral. Some programme staff admitted 

that in the very beginning, they had held 
the stereotype that villagers were only in-
terested in maximizing their land value, 
and would thus oppose conservation, 
an impression deeply implanted by the 
mass media. When asked what they con-
sidered to be the reasons behind the ste-
reotype in separate interview sessions, 
villagers suggested that it might be at-
tributed to how In Hong Kong, there is 
a common belief that urban people are 
‘more educated and hence they have an 
awareness of environmental protection’, 
while rural folks are ‘uneducated, if not 
uncivilised’ and are therefore only con-
cerned with money. These stereotypical 
depictions of indigenous villagers are 
disseminated and reinforced by media 
channels, and in turn manipulate and 
reinforce the views and beliefs of society. 

Only after a period of interaction did 
the conservationists come to realise 

that the reality was substantially more 
complicated than a simple dichotomy 
of conservation versus development. 
Villagers were deeply upset due to the 
feeling of being disrespected, if not de-
monised, which explains the reserva-
tions they initially had when collaborat-
ing with the programme staff, who were 
initially viewed as ‘educated urban peo-
ple’. While urbanites treasure tranquil 
spots and would very much like to pre-
serve the status quo in the countryside, 
for the villagers, these populations often 
neglect to take into account the fact that 
a great deal of rural lands are private-
ly owned given that they are inherited 
from their ancestors, and that villagers 
have been free to decide on the use of 
these lands for generations, long before 
the attention of green groups, hikers and 
nature lovers entered the picture.

Meanwhile, the government had be-
gun drafting an OZP for Lai Chi 

Wo and its surroundings, intending to 
re-designate the land use of villagers’ 
privately-owned agricultural land from 
‘Agriculture’ to ‘Green Belt’, or even into 
a ‘Conservation Area’. Incensed, some 
villagers went so far as to threaten to 
burn down the mangroves in Lai Chi Wo 
bay to show their discontent. Aware that 
such action would do no good for the 
Lai Chi Wo community, and if anything, 
would reinforce the impression that in-
digenous villagers were only interested 
in reaping a profit from converting these 
lands of great biodiversity into private 
property, the village head sought help 
from Dr Ng Cho Lam of HKCF, a former 
member of the Town Planning Board, to 
persuade the government not to deprive 
villagers of their rightful use of arable 
land for rehabilitation, cultivation and 
other agricultural purposes, and which 
also serves the function of conserving 
local biodiversity. The bridging organi-
sations communicated, translated, and 
mediated their scientific knowledge to 
make the programme relevant to policy 
and action. In February 2016, the gov-
ernment ultimately accepted the organ-
isations’ suggestion of allowing some 
patches of private land to remain for 
‘Agriculture’ use, instead of converting 
the majority into a ‘Conservation Area’ 
where development would be strictly 
prohibited.

Empowerment: beating the power 
of knowing nothing

Although curators considered that 
building trust among villagers 

has been the most challenging and 
time-consuming task of all, the com-
munity capacity building that followed 
was no less challenging. Despite the 
programme’s aim to foster appropri-
ate local leadership to take responsibil-
ity for their own development in a way 
that helps them shape and exercise con-
trol over their physical, social, econom-
ic and cultural environments, participa-
tion levels were low at first. The reasons 
are twofold. On one hand, although vil-
lagers possess highly detailed and rich-
ly complex indigenous knowledge about 
agriculture, forestry, pest management, 
medicinal treatment, food preparation 
and so forth, they often take these dai-
ly practices and local wisdom for grant-
ed, and do not consider them as subjects 
that require much elaboration or formal 
attention. On the other hand, many of 
those villagers, who never completed 
their schooling or attended university, 
viewed themselves as uneducated, igno-
rant and/or inarticulate, compared with 
university-educated programme staff. 
This sense of inferiority furthermore led 
to the self-denigration of their ‘raw and 
unsophisticated’ indigenous knowledge, 
forming a vicious cycle whereby they 
felt unable to contribute, hence justify-
ing their passive roles—if not absence 
altogether—from site interpretation and 
landscape management. However, this 
observation does not imply that all in-
digenous villagers were apathetic and 
passive; most were in fact supportive 
and proactive in making contributions 
if provided with clear and proper guid-
ance on how to contribute to communi-
ty betterment and initiate positive social 
changes, more of which will be discussed 
in the next section.
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Perceived weak ties with museology

Despite the emergence of the model 
in Europe and the challenges it has 

since posed to conventional approach-
es to museum work worldwide since the 
1970s, the term ‘ecomuseum’ is rarely 
heard in Hong Kong. In fact, interpret-
ing ‘eco’ and ‘museum’ separately, in-
digenous villagers and programme staff 
were puzzled by the concept when they 
discovered it for the first time. The di-
rect translation of the ‘eco’ prefix, which 
in Chinese literally means ‘nature’, led 
the community—indigenous villagers 
in particular—to regard ‘ecomuseum’ as 
solely nature-related, to the detriment of 
their rich cultural heritage. They were re-
assured to learn that the ‘eco’ prefix in 
fact comes from the Greek root oikos, 
meaning ‘house’ or ‘living space’ (Keyes 
1992)—highlighting the emphasis of 
ecomuseums on communal interactions 
with their environment and an ideal ly-
ing not in frozen preservation of heritage 
but its use for community development 
(Davis 2008)—and ultimately accepted 
the model.

Furthermore, a long-held image of 
‘museum’ prevented the villagers 

from imagining the potential of Lai 
Chi Wo as an ecomuseum in the first 
place (Figs. 3a and 3b). The village holds 
nothing comparable to the ‘grand ar-
chitecture’, ‘glass cabinets’ and ‘ancient 
artefacts, like gold coins and art pieces 
drawn by masters’, found in traditional 
museums—something alien to the Lai 
Chi Wo community. On the other hand, 
the local community might not refer to 
the programme as an ‘ecomuseum’ proj-
ect, despite the fact that they have been 
jointly acquiring, conserving, communi-
cating and exhibiting their tangible and 
intangible communal heritage and hab-
itat for the purposes of education, study 
and enjoyment. For example, they have 
engaged in the preservation of farm-
ing instruments and rows of traditional 
houses, the promotion of culinary her-
itage and the leading of heritage tours 
for visitors. All of these activities con-
tain elements of heritage interpretation, 
conservation and communal participa-
tion, thus clearly qualifying them as ful-
ly-fledged ecomuseum projects.

To sum up, after developing a clear 
idea about what an ecomuseum 

does, the local community openly wel-
comed the possibility of developing Lai 
Chi Wo into one. Given that they have 
been participating in a wide range of 
projects that can be described as rich in 
ecotourism elements, whether the pro-
gramme is referred to as an ecomuseum 
or not makes no difference in practical 
terms. But perhaps more intriguingly, 
while they are aware that it has nothing 
to do with high culture, as represented 
by traditional museums, the community 
was remarkably fond of the word ‘muse-
um’. For programme staff, the term ap-
pears to be ‘professional’ and ‘gimmicky 
enough’ to attract further funding that 
will allow for enhanced promotion of 
the programme. For others, such as vol-
unteers and indigenous villagers, being 
able to participate in the making of a 
‘museum’ or organise museum activities 
makes them feel ‘good’, ‘very powerful’, 
and ‘elite-like’, among other terms used.

Interpretation and landscape manage-
ment opportunities arise once a place 

is identified as having significance; and 
sometimes they are so intertwined that 
it is difficult to discuss either singly. 
The following elaborates on how the 
aforementioned challenges provide in-
sights into developing a successful in-
terpretation as well as a sustainable 
landscape management strategy for the 
community. 

Fig. 3b. Village complex after restoration. © Policy for Sustainability Lab, Faculty of Social 
Sciences, The University of Hong Kong

Fig. 3a. Village complex before restoration. © Policy for Sustainability 
Lab, Faculty of Social Sciences, The University of Hong Kong
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Inside-out, outside-in 

When being asked about the nature 
of their collaboration, programme 

curators view it as not simply top-down, 
bottom-up, or centre-out, but more rele-
vantly, inside-out, outside-in. It involves 
joint learning by which different parties 
exchange their knowledge and perspec-
tives to transform other’s understand-
ing of the situations (Fig. 4). The open 
and responsive communications have, 
for instance, enabled different parties to 
embrace and combat the mistrust aris-
ing from the perceived hidden agendas 
with the renting out of farmland. Joint 
sense-making and a shared premise of 
conserving Lai Chi Wo were encour-
aged, bringing the parties together in in-
fluencing governmental land use policy. 
This in turn strengthens the perceptions 
of interdependence, trust and mutual 
appreciation, generating confidence in 
future collaborations.

These constructive interactions are 
particularly prominent when it 

comes to interpretation where content 
and meaning of heritage resources have 
largely been co-constructed by the lo-
cal community, which shares expertise 
in different fields. Villagers undoubted-
ly process rich indigenous knowledge in 
various aspects. Yet, apart from the ‘take-
it-for-granted’ view of their time-hon-
oured customs and practices, they may 
be unable to articulate, in clear terms, 
the knowledge behind their actions and 
practices. Here, programme curators 
step in and ask questions from a layman’s 
perspective. They guide villagers to un-
veil and present details in an absorbing 
and meaningful order, summarise their 
ideas and integrate them into heritage 
interpretation. While this avoids turn-
ing the interpretation into an exercise 
that is too ‘academic’, irrelevant and dis-
regarding of local knowledge and senti-
ments, the process may also fuel positive 
self-evaluation, such as the creation of a 
sense of pride, among the villagers. Take 
the Hakka tea cake-making class that 
they taught as an example: by playing 
the role of teachers to the programme 
staff, the villagers realised their strengths 
and values, and that they need not belit-
tle themselves because ‘even those with 
doctoral degrees messed up (the cook-
ing) when it was just a piece of cake for 
us’. Meanwhile, the feedback they re-
ceived made them aware of the teaching 
skills that they lack, which encouraged 
them to gradually improve themselves.

Joint learning takes time, howev-
er. Describing the whole collective 

process of accumulating knowledge as 
‘wringing out the wet towel’—something 
to be extracted bit by bit—curators have 
learnt to grasp the subtle, implicit, inter-
personal yet unmentioned knowledge 
that is intimately connected with the 
daily livelihoods of the indigenous com-
munity. Meanwhile, to better grasp the 
essence of indigenous knowledge and 
practices, curators adopt a ‘documenting 
by doing’ approach by which indigenous 
villagers are invited to carry out those 
practices, and the process is recorded. In 
addition to observations, curators also 
go through references from books doc-
umenting similar practices elsewhere in 
Southern China and see if villagers had 
witnessed or even carried out these ‘hid-
den’ folk practices.

Joint sense-making 
and a shared premise 
of conserving Lai Chi 
Wo were encouraged, 
bringing the parties 
together in influencing 
governmental land 
use policy. 

Fig. 4. Tea cake baking class taught by a village inhabitant. © Policy for Sustainability Lab, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
The University of Hong Kong
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Community-led project approach

Programme curators have used a 
‘projects approach’ to build on local 

strengths and heritage resources, and 
enhance communal connections by as-
sisting and incentivising a variety of lo-
cal actions. Interestingly, when it comes 
to organising interpretation activities, 
villagers seemingly had an underlying 
but clear division of labour determin-
ing who is responsible for what. If they 
knew that someone was leading a herit-
age tour, other villagers would then opt 
to give traditional cookery classes, sell 
snacks, and so on, without even discuss-
ing whether the person in charge would 
be the best candidate for the task, or ask-
ing if anyone else would be interested in 
sharing the task. This consensus is a re-
sult of ‘giving face’—important ‘survival 
skills’, in the words of some villagers—in 
a small community such as Lai Chi Wo, 
where group and interpersonal harmony 
is highly valued. 

Regardless, curators respected and 
welcomed this self-allocation of 

roles for two reasons. Firstly, the flexi-
bility of participating at any time in any 
project that interests them engenders 
enthusiasm amongst villagers as well as 
other community members. Delighted 
by the visible outcomes of small proj-
ects upon completion, they are then nat-
urally drawn into bigger and more di-
verse endeavours. Moreover, individuals 
responsible for specific projects have 
grown specialised in their area of in-
terest, ensuring improved performance 
over time. The cultural heritage tour, for 
instance, became livelier after the villag-
er responsible for it grew accustomed to 
sharing his personal stories with visitors, 
improving from the first few trials when 
he was reading off a script. Through the 
compliments and positive feedback re-
ceived, he became more motivated and 
devoted to the task. This proves that the 
‘project approach’ has allowed for a com-
munity-led development constituency to 
emerge.

It is nevertheless tantamount to have an 
agreed upon overarching vision that 

mobilises and guides further actions. 
Not only is it important in framing ex-
pectation when significant change is not 
visibly demonstrated over a short peri-
od of time, but it also allows the com-
munity, in reviewing any deviation from 
the shared goals, to make any necessary 
changes. 

Macro versus micro 
landscape management

A holistic landscape management 
plan should not be restricted to the 

micro- level conservation activities of 
the community; the macro-economic, 
political and social barriers need to be 
addressed as well. The programme staff 
admitted that they were not prepared 
to deal with complicated policy issues 
in the initial phrase, in terms of men-
tal preparation as well as resource con-
straints. Yet, neglecting the macro-level 
policy considerations and the villagers’ 
resentment would have only led to fur-
ther disputes and destruction of the (mi-
cro) landscape, which pushed them to 
embrace the challenge of mediating be-
tween villagers and the government—
and hence affecting land use policy in 
Hong Kong. Their devotion to revital-
ising Lai Chi Wo eventually overcame 
villagers’ scepticism and lack of confi-
dence about the programme, helping to 
consolidate the sustainable development 
plan of the village and thus avoiding un-
desirable disturbances to the natural 
environment.

The deepened mutual trust formed the 
basis of the subsequent joint learn-

ing by which villagers in turn opened 
up and elucidated how their ancestors 
managed the (micro) landscape of Lai 
Chi Wo. For instance, they explained 
that in order to keep evil spirits away 
from the village and ensure its prosper-
ity, for hundreds of years, villagers had 
adhered to Feng Shui principles in man-
aging the village size, layout, the orien-
tation of buildings and the surrounding 
environment. Not only did this philos-
ophy prevent the village from overex-
pansion and allow villagers to live with-
in the capacity of the local ecosystem, it 
also helped preserve some of the oldest 
native species in Hong Kong, found al-
most nowhere else in the territory today 
due to large-scale environmental chang-
es. The sharing of local folklore enabled 
the programme staff to develop a better 
appreciation of the cultural background 
and history of the village, thus enriching 
the heritage interpretation. The knowl-
edge gained has also helped formulate 
a Whole Catchment Management ap-
proach to better monitor and conserve 
the hydrology, biodiversity and cultural 
sustainability of Lai Chi Wo.

Delighted by the visible 
outcomes of small 
projects upon completion, 
community members are 
then natu rally drawn into 
bigger and more di verse 
endeavours. 

The deepened mutual 
trust formed the basis 
of the subsequent joint 
learning by which 
villagers in turn opened 
up and elucidated how 
their ancestors managed 
the (micro) landscape 
of Lai Chi Wo. 
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Redefining ‘landscape’

The term ‘cultural landscape’ has al-
ways been a contested and plural 

concept subjected to various interpre-
tations, uses, applications, debates and 
refinement within academia, through 
which it can be interpreted as both idea 
and object, process and pattern, purpose 
and result, to name just a few. Similarly 
to other inhabited areas, human activi-
ty in Lai Chi Wo has significantly trans-
formed the original ‘natural’ landscape, 
and over time has formed a unique ‘cul-
tural’ landscape that is still continuously 
affected by natural forces and human ac-
tivity. In fact, these blurred distinctions 
between what is natural and what is cul-
tural once sparked a row among villagers 
and militant environmentalists: the lat-
ter were in favour of leaving Lai Chi Wo 
idle in order to conserve the region’s rich 
biodiversity, but the former disagreed:
Even the river channel that we see today, 
and which they [the environmentalists] 
claimed to be a feature of high 
biodiversity value, had been diverted 
and modified by our ancestors down 
the generations. Lai Chi Wo is a system 
of co-existence and we [the villagers] 
are not a disturbance.

Given that Lai Chi Wo is a living place 
where community has continually 

engaged in a relationship with a land-
scape that is suffused with memory, wis-
dom and experience, history and identi-
ty, the separation of cultural and natural 
landscape thus appears highly artificial. 
This community-oriented understand-
ing of landscape is a crucial attribute of 
ecomuseums (Davis 1999), by which in-
volvement with cultural and historical 
landscapes helps create a sense of place 
and enhances local pride and place iden-
tity (Davis 2005; Davis 2008; Corsane et 
al., 2009; Borrelli and Davis 2012). In 
short, ignoring the interlocking roles 
of nature and culture would result in an 
incomplete understanding of the land-
scape, thus undermining the potential 
to develop successful interpretation and 
landscape management. 

Inventory for interpretation 
and holistic landscape management 

Although the artificial separation of 
‘natural’ and ‘cultural’ landscapes is 

deemed problematic as illustrated in the 
previous section, I suggest that curators 
may employ the dichotomy as a refer-
ence for developing a ‘collection inven-
tory’ for the ecomuseum. In incorporat-
ing the concept of ecomuseum into the 
landscape management plan, the scope 
of the ‘museum collection’ should also 
be expanded from tangible finite objects 
(such as farming tools) to local wisdom, 
folklore and the landscape as a whole. 
Meanwhile, according to the ICOM 
Code of Ethics for Museums, ‘muse-
um collections should be document-
ed according to accepted professional 
standards. Such documentation should 
include a full identification and descrip-
tion of each object, its associations, prov-
enance, condition, treatment and pres-
ent location’ (ICOM 2006, 2.20). By the 
same token, ecomuseums should also 
develop an inventory to document the 
full range of heritage resources of a par-
ticular place, be they animate or inani-
mate, tangible or intangible. This allows 
curators to identify, conserve and inter-
pret the registered items in an efficient 
and economical manner.

However, it is also important to note 
that, unlike what is preserved in a 

monitored museum environment, the 
size and condition of an ecomuseum’s 
collection may fluctuate substantially, 
as it is conserved in a constantly chang-
ing landscape. Some ‘collections’, such as 
certain plants or cultural practices, may 
fade out, while new ones are constantly 
being created or appear in response to 
changes. In addition, curators are often 
caught in dilemmas when documenting 
and conserving cultural practices, such 
as what and whose folklore should be 
documented and conserved, involving 
philosophical and practical implications 
that Kurin (2003) has well elucidated. 
It is against this challenging backdrop 
that curators have to develop, monitor 
and modify the ecomuseum’s ‘invento-
ries’, based on curatorial and managerial 
preferences.

Despite the difficulties involved, com-
piling an inventory may lead proj-

ects to unexpected yet germane solu-
tions. Inventories help increase curators’ 
(or users’) understanding of ‘museum 
collections’, which in turn facilitates bet-
ter categorisation and the evaluation of 
their significance. Innovative interpreta-
tion opportunities may arise through dif-
ferent combinations of objects, bringing 
in new ecomuseum activities and herit-
age experience. A devoted volunteer was 
surprised by the contrasting differenc-
es in chemical compositions after doc-
umenting soil samples collected at var-
ious spots in Lai Chi Wo. She was then 
inspired to extract the minerals and use 
them with the traditional dyeing method 
she learnt from indigenous villagers. The 
resulting spectrum of beautiful earthy 
colors surprised everyone and she was 
encouraged to incorporate these into an 
educational outreach project attracting a 
new audience. Having an inventory also 
ensures that the local community was 
made aware of the ecological/cultural 
resources and constraints at Lai Chi Wo 
at an early stage, which better informed 
the subsequent conservation and inter-
pretation efforts.

Unlike what is preserved 
in a monitored 
museum environment, 
the size and condition 
of an ecomuseum’s 
collection may fluctuate 
substantially. 
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If we consider ecomuseums as community-led heritage projects carried out 
within a particular geographical territory, the programme can then be qualified 
as a fully-fledged ecomuseum, although it was not originally intended to be so. 
Emphasising the importance of inside-out, outside-in collaboration, it served 

as a metaphorical arena empowering communities to partake in an exercise 
that built trust, highlighted conflicts and contradictions, and enabled ‘sense 
making’ and the achievement of consensus. As a greater sense of collective 
ownership is generated, more community-led initiatives are encouraged. 
While mobilising the indigenous community to contribute to and participate 
in various stages of the programme was considered one of the most challenging 
tasks of all, the resulting sharing of power, resources, skills and knowledge often 
led to unexpectedly rewarding outcomes, such as new interpretation opportunities 
and an innovative landscape management plan.
Meanwhile, the ever-evolving Lai Chi Wo community has been and will 
carry on (re)selecting, (re)interpreting and (re)conserving their heritage resources 
in response to their changing needs and perceptions. Both interpretation 
and landscape management should, then, be understood as a process 
of understanding, monitoring and conserving the interactions between 
community and its immediate environment, rather than an end in themselves. 
In Rivière’s words, they would be conducted on a ‘periodised interdisciplinary’ 
basis, producing context-rich accounts of heritage resources at a particular 
time under particular circumstances, reflecting the community’s agendas 
and discourses of that time’ (quoted in Hubert 1985, p. 189).
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Note
1 According to Merriam Webster, Feng Shui 
is ‘a Chinese geomantic practice in which 
a structure or site is chosen or configured 
so as to harmonize with the spiritual forces 
that inhabit it.’ Available online at:  
www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/ 
feng%20shui [accessed 18 May 2017].
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